
 

 
5 Step Blueprint to Launch Live Videos 

 
1. ⬜ Live Video / Streaming Platform 

○ The live video / live streaming trend is changing the way we do business. It has certainly 
changed the way we connect and communicate with our audience, how we create content, 
how to build a community, and most importantly, how we’re converting them!  

○ We have experienced growth by at least 65% since we started adding this to our marketing 
toolbox. 

○ Important to choose the live video platform that is right for you. Each has it’s own features 
that serve different purposes. Do you have to be on all? NO! 

○ What you need to know - Start with either one below because they’re the ones are most 
widely used by livestreamers based on ease of use and established communities: 

■ Periscope 
■ Facebook Live 
■ Blab 
■ Google Hangouts On Air 
■ YouTube Live 

○ Important fact! You will also need to know what your communication style is because you 
need to enjoy using it to stay consistent.  

 
2. ⬜ Web Strategy 

○ A web strategy does not only mean having a website for business. It can be any web page 
that is used to drive traffic to your business online. Landing / Opt In pages can also serve 
your web strategy. 

○ What you need to know - a web strategy helps you optimize your online conversions. 
What is it do you want to achieve?  

■ Drive more traffic to your blog? 
■ Provide resources to solving your visitors problems? 
■ How to get to your products and services. 

 
3. ⬜ Email Marketing 

○ Email marketing will never go away! It is still used by people who may not be active or are 
utilizing social media. There has been many advancements in email marketing technology 
and there are more user friendly email marketing tools / platforms that offer custom features 
to fit your business needs. 
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○ What you need to know - There are so many email marketing platforms out there! Pick 
one that offers the features that work for where your business is NOW. Focus on a system 
that works for you and no one else’s.  

○ Important fact! When you do FREE plans, you are limiting yourself to grow your list and 
may end up wasting time and money. So, be sure to weigh out the features that serve your 
needs NOW! Avoid the “Shiny object syndrome” effect! 

 
4. ⬜ Social Media 

○ If you’re not already using Social Media in your business, you’re going to be playing “catch 
up” to the way how you connect, communicate, and serve your tribe.  

○ Yes, Social Media “may” not be for everybody but, in business, it has become a useful tool 
that can be integrated very well with live live videos / streaming events. It helps get your 
content across all platforms faster! Gone are the days of snail mail! 

○ What you need to know - You do not have to be on all Social Media platforms! Three is a 
lot to handle because it is not always was easy as other people make it seem. There a 
many logistics to becoming successful at it.  

○ Important fact! Many live video / streaming platforms are integrated with social media 
especially Twitter. You may not be an active Twitter user or don’t even have an account. 
However, there is a science to it and you can dial it up or down to fit your business needs.  

 
5. ⬜ Leverage Your Network! 

○ Leveraging your network while live streaming is key in accelerating relationships and 
building your tribe. Why? Because just like “word of mouth marketing”, the community will 
help you grow your following faster because people get to know, like and trust you through 
someone they already know. 

○ What you need to know - Like anything else in business, tap into the power of your 
network to share your message on your live video / streaming event. The saying “build it 
and they will come!” are not usually correct in the business world. You have to create a 
process and develop a strategy to accelerate relationships. 

○ Important fact! We have discovered that when you are consistent streaming your live 
videos and your content has value to your audience, people will always come back and 
they will also tell others! 
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